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Abstract 

Online social media has created new paradigms of information sharing which not only 

provides appropriate platform for the contributors but also for active information seekers. 

Numerous forms of social media have gained the widespread attention internet users’ 

almost on explosion level.  Availability of data on such behemoth scale mandates regular 

and critical analysis of this information for various perspectives’ plausibility. As text 

mining plays a significant and crucial role in discovery of these insights therefore its 

challenges and contribution in social media analysis must be explored extensively.  This 

paper focuses on description of assorted social media text mining methods with their 

viabilities and summarizes various commercial and open source tools for such data 

analysis  
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1. Introduction 

Social media sites are playing key role in the modern information world. Text 

explosion on the web is spreading in variety of forms and this gigantic growth of 

technology is pumping a huge amount of data in social media. Various schemes and 

training mechanism are available to share and communicate with others which deal with 

the repetition of text instead of dealing with text only [26]. Micro-blogging is a common 

platform for all online users and has become very frequent in past few years [27]. As 

numerous social media sites are increasing the users are communicating, participating in 

events, sharing views, and receiving breaking news anytime from anywhere [49]. 

Therefore, social media sites are providing a conducive milieu for all to create and 

broadcast information. In the past epoch the traffic has turn out to be almost double on 

internet [5]. The intensification of usage of social media is rapidly growing. Table 2, show 

the statistics of social media’s popularity among various age groups and certainly 

confirms its significance in internet era [54, 55]. 

Table 1. Fact Sheet of Social Media Users  

Total users of social networking sites  74% 

Overall %age of Men 72 

Overall %age of Women 76 
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Table 2. Variation in Usage According to Users 

18-29 89% 

30-49 82% 

50-64 65% 

65+ 49% 

 

Social media allows the users to deploy the services and at the same time offers the 

platform to contribute (Twitter, Facebook, Tumbler, Flicker, LinkedIn etc.,) [6]. The flow 

of information was unidirectional, in long established media i.e., B2C. But in the current 

scenario are absolutely changed, social media allows users to carve up the informational 

needs speedily. Among all the social media sites, Twitter is gaining momentum [47] as it 

can be accessed through mobile, website interface, SMS, etc., 80% users are accessing 

through mobiles and it has 320M monthly lively users [60]. It allows users to post, 

interpret, share and deliver 140 words’ called tweets [5]. 

Table 3. Variation of Users in different Social Medias  

Facebook 71 

Twitter 23 

Instagram 26 

Pinterest 28 

LinkedIn 28 

 

From all the internet users, surveys say that trend for accessing social sites is rising 

quickly and twitter is most famous among all social sites [55]. With the advancements 

variety of services came along which deal with mixture of data formats such as text, 

images, videos etc. Thus text mining is essential to extract the information from the gamut 

of social media websites. Information composed and published by citizens, journalists, 

social site users and consumed by thousands of individuals, who give spontaneous 

feedback to all who are generating text on the social media. Social media enables us to be 

connected and interact with each other, anywhere and anytime – allowing us to observe 

human behavior on an unprecedented scale with a new lens as the interaction trend of 

users’ are increasing day by day on internet [9]. This social media novel world provides 

us the golden opportunities to understand individuals at scale and to mine human 

behavioral patterns otherwise impossible. 

Unfortunately, social media data is drastically different from the traditional facts that 

we are recognizing within data mining. Apart from enormous size, the mainly user-

generated data is noisy and with abundant social relations such as friendships and 

followers-followees [49]. This new type of data mandates new computational data 

analysis approaches that can combine social theories with statistical and data mining 

methods. The pressing demand for new techniques ushers in and entails a new 

interdisciplinary field social media mining [8]. With text analytics narrative information is 

represented by various text mining techniques which cannot be analyzed generally. Text 

mining is designed to help insights from text ended questions, CRM, reviews and 

sentiments analysis, event detection and prediction, trend analysis, information diffusion 

etc. [56, 57]. Various mining software of texts are used which transpose words from 

unstructured data into numerical values, pattern identification algorithm which helps to 

analyze the interested pattern of data. Text mining plays a significant role in summarizing 

the documents, extracting concepts from the text and indexing it for use in predictive 

analytics. Thus it is possible to extract the meaning from text in the social media and 

cluster documents of similar types. With this practice we can easily handle and process 

the contents of social media data.  
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Thus text mining is a “Combination of Machine learning (ML) and the Statistical 

techniques which are helpful to model and structure the data contents of textual resources 

for research, e-commerce data analysis and for further investigations or processing” 

[18]. The process of text mining can be visualized as two step progression such as Text 

refining and knowledge distillation. The former transforms the free-form of text 

documents into intermediate form which is a graph representation [11] or relational data 

representation and the later deduces the pattern from the intermediate pattern. Information 

Extraction (IE) helps to extract entities and keywords which are required for further 

processing and it helps to mine some valuable, knowledgeable pattern from collected 

keywords to take decision [34]. Text mining uses several techniques for the information 

extraction such as bag-of-words (BOW) model for document ranking, matching and 

clustering etc. An overview of the information extraction system is depicted in the Figure 

1. 

 

Figure 1. Overview of IE based Text 

IE support business to facilitate decision making [45] which demands the 

normalization of the extracted textual pattern [13] into knowledgeable patterns which 

helps to take decision for strategic planning in business [45]. 

As Social media shatters the boundaries between the real world and the virtual world. 

With this we can integrates social theories and the computational methods together to find 

out that how individuals interact and how social molecule communities form [29]. The 

inimitability of social media data calls for novel data mining techniques that can 

cooperatively knob user generated content with affluent social relations [37]. The study, 

development and implementation of these innovative techniques are under social media 

mining, an emerging discipline under the umbrella of data mining.  

Social Media mining, introduce necessary concepts and principal algorithms suitable 

for investigating enormous social media data. It discusses theories and methodologies 

from different disciplines such as computer science, data mining, machine learning, social 

network analysis, network science, sociology, ethnography, statistics, optimization, and 

[37]. Social media mining encompasses the tools to properly represent, measure, model, 

and mine meaningful patterns from large-scale social media data. It cultivates an 

inventive kind of data science which is well versed in social and computational theories, 

specialized to analyze unruly social media data [46], and skilled to help bridge the gap 

from what we want to know about the infinite social media world with computational 

tools. According to [61] the internet traffic of September, 2016 social media websites can 

be classified as describes in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Top 10 most Popular Websites in the World September 2016 

Rank Website 

1 Google 

2 Facebook 

3 YouTube 

4 Yahoo 

5 Baidu 

6 Amazon 

7 Wikipedia 

8 Taobao 

9 Twitter 

10 Tencent QQ 

 

1.1. Social Media Categories 

With the proliferation of users on the web arise several platform on which large 

amount of information is shared and extracted among them. Figure 2 depicts various 

social media categories which enhances the opportunities of social media users to share 

their views in the form of text [62]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Types of Social Media 

The social news platform, allows users to post news links and other information on a 

web page of a news article. Users vote on the different news items shown on the web page 

and the highest rating news are outstandingly displayed as headlines [7].  Mostly social 

media sites not only include text but also picture videos and numerous multimedia forms, 

these sites are known as multimedia sharing sites which allow users to utilize multiple 

social features like creating a profile, uploading multimedia data and addition of textual 

comments. YouTube is the most popular media sharing site in the world where vast 

number of users are uploading pictures and movies. In the similar way blogging is a social 

media where the users can publish their information and views on the web [10]. People 

write information, share links, provide suggestions and can even report news. As the 

information is pooled on blogs very frequently, this helps to televise information anytime 

which is proven to be a fast mode of communication broadcasting. Blog information can 

be utilized to cater the information seeking behavior of any user through analysis of blogs 

by opinion mining. Social bookmarking is to get ideas about web pages by chipping in 

each other through tags, URL’s links etc. The bookmarking search can be done through 

different bookmarks which are based on link organization, Query/Click through log data, 

user generated data and page contents. 

With bookmarking users can store, categorize, manage, depict and divide links to those 

websites, blogs, videos, text etc. which are popular and interesting [14]. The example of 

the popularity of social media sites can be predicted from the monthly visit of users on 
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Facebook and twitter (900,000,000 and 310,000,000, estimated unique monthly visitors 

on Facebook and on twitter) [59]. 

Thus these all social media helps to advertise the business, news, articles, events and 

information according to trend all over the world for marketing business perspective 

Sentiment analysis (SA), Sentiment Polarity Disambiguation (SPD), Event Detection and 

Tracking, Trend Analysis and prediction, Spammed Profile Detection, Information 

Diffusion etc. are challenging and promising research areas in text analytics which are 

major thrust of this article. This paper is organized as, Section 2 expounds on challenges 

in text analysis in social media, preprocessing of such text along with normalization 

methods are explained in Section 3, representational techniques for this data for effective 

utilization is presented in Section 4, Section 5 describes applications areas of social media 

text mining and Section 6 summarizes the tools available to carry out this sort of text 

mining. 

 

2. Challenges in Text Analysis in Social Media 

There are three major steps in a general framework of text analysis which include pre-

processing of text, representation of text and discovery of knowledge [31]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Traditional Framework of Text Analysis 

The figure given above (Figure 3) [37] illustrates the traditional text analysis 

framework. 

This framework allows us to extract the information from the text corpus of Facebook, 

Twitter, and LinkedIn etc. Since it is a very fundamental framework of text analysis 

therefore it does not ensure the quality of text. As standards of quality for social text is 

quite different from the traditional text quality thus it is challenging to find parameters of 

quality to quantify and fit them in the traditional analytical framework. 

 

2.1. Text Acquisition 

To acquire text from the social media, text acquisition can be retrieved from existing 

text corpus or from online text streams. Acquired text is further analyzed, mined, and 

summarized. NLP methods and techniques provide a strong support to text mining tools 

to get closer to the semantics of text source [40]. Entities, attributes facts and events are 

necessary to acquire from the social text. 

 

 Information Extraction (IE) 

It is a restricted form of NLP (Natural Language Processing), this extraction refers to 

get useful patterns of text with functional annotation or explanation. In IE it is usually 

known in advance what information is needed and which part of text is extracted to fill in 

slots of a predefined template. In extraction process named entity recognition (NER), 

relation extraction (RE), and co-reference resolution [52] SEO and shallow NLPs are 

playing a key role. IE methods have become more complicated due to advancement in 
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NLP and machine learning. All these methods and technologies are used to extract 

required patterns from text.  The extracted data usually contains a large chunk of noise 

and this noise is required to be removed from the extracted patterns. For this purpose IE 

includes various tasks which are Named Entity Recognition (NER), Co-reference 

Resolution (CO), Relation Extraction (RE), Event Extraction (EE) [21] Trend Analysis 

and Prediction [28]. 

 

3. Normalization of Social Text 
 

3.1 Text Quality and Process of Normalization 

Text normalization is essential part in social media text analytics to extract meaningful 

pattern from unrefined noisy text [52] and then refined text helps in sentiment analysis, 

sentiment polarity disambiguation, event analysis & tracking, trend analysis & prediction 

etc. Various metrics affect the quality of social media text [15]. In order to have better 

findings from text, data should be normalized.  If we consider a twitter community, then 

every user have own words to write or post something on twitter. Thus posted words are 

combination of non-standard words, slang or Folksonomies [49]. Thus it is necessary to 

handle the following properties of Twitter text to improve the quality of text for further 

processing; a brief account of this aspect is summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5. Text Quality Mterics 

Challenge Description 

Stop List Common words frequency of occurrence 

Lemmatization  Similarity detection of text/words 

Text Cleaning Removal of unwanted from the data 

Clarity of Words To clear the meaning in text 

Tagging Predicting data annotation and its characteristics 

Syntax/Grammar Scope of ambiguity, data dependency 

Tokenization Various methods to tokenize words or phrases 

Representation of Text Various methods and techniques to represent text  

Automated Learning Similarity measures and use of characterization 

Emoticons Various symbols to express happiness, anger, sad, etc 

Folksonomies Various user’s created taxonomies 

 

3.2. Cleaning of Data 

Unwanted symbols, abbreviations, spelling mistakes, emoticons, tags (@ tags or # 

tags) [50] etc,. spoils the quality of text. Such kind of words and symbols are usually 

found on every popular social media forum like Twitter, Facebook, news group blogs, 

SMS etc. Informal semantics and slag words are very famous and handy to use in all 

media [47]. Without care of grammar, semantics, words representation people post 

informal text freely but it poses a dire demands of normalization for the analysis to 

convert informal language into meaningful form [38]. A variety of unnecessary 

belongings which hassle to be removed from the text are escaping HTML characters, 

Stop-Word-Removal, Punctuation, Removal of URL, @ and # symbols, Special 

characters, spell checking and correction, Slangs Lookup etc. Various assets are available 

on web which helps to achieve the target of clean text.   

Therefore in every social media form the main task it to reduce the impact of noisy text 

and its issue related to sparseness of textual features. In sentiment analysis (SA), 

Sentiment polarity disambiguation (SPD), event identification and tracking (EIT), trend 

analysis and prediction (TAP) normalized text is demanded for better performance.   
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4. Representation of Text 

Text in social media is represented in various forms. Most common and easy form of 

representing text is bag of word (BOW) model which capture word frequency. On the 

other hand graph based text representation is related to mathematical terms [32]. Many 

relational and structural information can be gathered from graphs. In graphs a textual 

keyword can be represented using vertex as a feature term. Graph based text 

representation helps in information retrieval applications because it provides easy 

computations related to various operations like term weight ranking etc. [49]. Vector 

Space Model (VSM) is also used to represent social text but due to few disadvantages like 

structure of text and meaning cannot be expressed in a fine manner makes this 

representation less useful. On the other hand if the document has same words then it is not 

easy to compute the value of textual words and relation among the text cannot be 

expressed quantitatively. Text on the Web has remarkable discrepancy, covering a broad 

variety of topics interests and viewpoints. It includes news pages, blogs, and documents 

on the Web etc. These web pages could be in any language, which complicates an already 

challenging text mining problem. An early approach for dealing with documents in an 

information retrieval (IR) setting was the vector space model (VSM). This is the most 

common method to model documents and web pages to sparse numeric vector and then 

deal with them with linear algebraic operations. Consider an example of BOW (Bag of 

Word) which includes two simple text documents as: 

 

Leena likes to watch movies.  Honey likes movies too. 

Leena also likes to watch football games. 

From these two sentences dictionary can be constructed as:  

{  

"Leena":1, 

"likes":2, 

"to":3, 

"watch":4, 

"movies":5, 

"also":6, 

"football":7, 

"games":8, 

"Honey":9, 

"too":10 

} 

This includes the ten distinct words and by using the indexes of the dictionary each 

document is represented by a ten entry vectors defined as:  

 

    [1,2,1,1,2,0,0,0,1,1] 

    [1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0] 

 

In BOW model, a word is represented as a separate variable having numeric weight of 

varying importance. The most popular weighting schema is Term Frequency / Inverse 

Document Frequency (TF-IDF). It gives the numeric statistic which defines the 

importance of word is mostly used in text mining for generating a novel information. 

Term Frequency / Inverse Document (tf-idf) is the product of two statistics i.e., term 

frequency and inverse document frequency. In term frequency tf(t,d), the simplest choice 

is to use the raw frequency of a term in a document, i.e., the number of times that term t 

occurs in document d. If we denote the raw frequency of t by f(t,d), then the simple tf 

scheme is tf(t,d) = f(t,d) [58]. 
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Thus most useable schema of Term Frequency / Inverse Document (tf-idf) is defined 

as:  

)(
log*)(

wdf

N
tfwtfidf   

 

4.1. Similarity Functions in Text Mining 

In in order to efficiently capture deep insights of underlying patterns from data it is of 

paramount importance to analyze relatedness and correlation of phrases and sentences, 

therefore similarity functions are essential to represent text social media which includes: 

 Jacard Similarity Index which defines the size of intersection divided by size of 

union of the sample set.  
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Jaccard distance which measure dissimilarity between data sets is represented as:  
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 Cosine Similarity 

It is a similarity between two non -zero vectors which represent text. It is computed by 

using Euclidean dot product as: 
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Where ‘
iX ’ & ‘

iY ’ are component of vector X & Y respectively. 

 

4.2. Graphical Representation of Data 

Graph contains set of objects called nodes and the connections between nodes are 

known as edges [11]. In general terms’ graph G is represented as: G(V,E), where, V is set 

of nodes & E represents set of edges. In graphical representation of text, terms are 

represented by vertices (V) and relations between terms by edges (E) [42], each vertex is 

defined as, V = {F, S, P, D, C}, where F= Feature Term, S= Sentence, P= Paragraph, 

D= Document, C= Concept [48]. A weighted generally graph G contains 4 tuples as: 

),,,( EVG  where V  defines the vertices and E defines edges. VVE   is 

combining set of edges which connects V , 
vXV :  is a vertices labeling function 

whereas 
eXVV : is edge labeling function (with 

vX and 
eX are the sets of labels 

that can appear on the vertices and edges) . Thus a text document T is a combination of 
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},......,{ 21 ngggT  where },......,{ 21 nggg is defining number of graphs in T and 

unified graph G  is defined as : 
1 2{ , ,...... }nG g g g . 

 

 

Figure 4. Representation of Text as a Graph 

Directed, undirected, weighed or un-weighted graphs are used to represent text. In the 

undirected graph no information about the flow (quantitative information about nodes’ 

connectedness) is described. Thus edges between two vertices X and Y are identical to the 

edges between vertices Y and X. Unidirectional are represented as X       Y, whereas 

bidirectional representation is X         Y.  

Figure 4. shows the graphical representation of data where it is represented in the form 

of graph as depicted in figure given below: 

 

5. Application Areas of Text Mining 
 

5.1. Sentiment Analysis  

Sentiment analysis extracts a massive amount of intriguing information from the social 

media world with the intent to identify the sentiment of users (users information sharing 

behavior) [44] emotion, attitude or opinion about event, area of interest [22]. This helps to 

understand and predict future market values and trends of a particular commodity under 

consideration. Twitter developer’s account analysis provides a good opportunity to extract 

data stream using twitter API (Application Programming Interface) which helps in 

sentiment analysis profoundly. Research on sentiment analysis in social media text can be 

further classified in broad categories as machine learning and lexicon based sentiment 

analysis. 

 Machine Learning 

Sentiment analysis in this domain can further be divides as supervised and 

unsupervised learning, where supervised techniques include decision tree, linear, rule 

based and problistic classifiers. Polarity scores of sentiments can be predicted using 

machine learning approaches. In supervised learning labeled class of text documents are 

needed. Thus normalization or cleaning of text is required to extract informative and 

decision making patterns from large corpus of text or stream of text. But unsupervised 

learning can be operated on unlabeled dataset. These methods analyze the text their 
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features and then arrange/group the text according to their similarity. Clustering of similar 

documents is performed to collect similar keywords from large text collection.  

 Lexicon based 

Lexicon based approach of sentiment analysis exploits hierarchical information 

reoccurring and prominent dictionary definitions of lexicon present in corpus. It can be 

further divided into two broad categories as statistical and semantics based approaches. 

Lexicon based methods are quite fast but they are not suitable for analysis of text streams 

as they cannot predict changes over time during streaming. Linguistic methods are also 

used for sentiment analysis and sentiment polarity disambiguation. In sentiment analysis 

(SA) of twitter, sentiment can be formally predicted from the corpus or from the stream of 

text, which can be defined as function F: T× C → {0, 1}, where T is the set of all possible 

tweets and C is the set of predefined categories. The value of F(t, c) is 1 if the tweet t 

belongs to the category c and 0 otherwise. The approximating function M: T× C → {0, 1} 

is called a classifier. Thus in sentiment analysis classifier helps to produce results as 

“close” as possible to the true category assignment function F. In sentiment analysis (SA) 

and sentiment polarity disambiguation (SPD) of non-standard, slang and local words are 

converted into actual word format. Text streams are used for extracting trendy events on 

query based method e.g., Twitter TAP, provides online streaming of text with Python API 

of Twitter. Mathematically event can be defined as a function F: E×Q→ {0, 1}, where E 

belongs to set of all possible event extracted from twitter streaming and Q is a set of 

predefined query. The value of F (e, q) is 1 if the event e belongs to the query q and 0 

otherwise. The function S: E×Q→ {0, 1}, is classifier. In trend analysis prediction 

influence of particular event is analyzed for Text Analysis and Prediction. This depends 

upon the probability of influence (p) of a trend (T) in time interval [t1, t2] which is a closed 

interval of t1, t2 of twitter streaming. Probability function P is used to calculate the 

influence of trend T at time t1 to t2. This p will analyze the probability of T within the text 

streaming and predict the influence of the particular trend T which will define for how 

long T will be in trend.  

 Social Text Streams 

In data from social media can be processed and analyzed in two ways i.e. offline 

processing and online stream processing. In offline processing existing data sets are used 

for various tasks like normalization, sentiment analysis, sentiment polarity 

disambiguation, event detection, tracking etc. On the other hand if we consider the online 

processing fast clustering, trend analysis and prediction, rapid text summarization are the 

major tasks which are performed frequently. 

There are two major aspects social text streams analysis, streams extraction and 

filtering these streams to group clusters for relevant tasks. Twitter API is used for tweet 

stream extraction which is based on user query matching. Generally stream s is extraction 

of tweets T in closed time interval of time, [time1, time2], which contains sequence of text 

called as T = (t1,t2,….ti,… tr….., tn). A steam sequence S is a combination of all the 

streams collected during this interval, S= {s1,s2,…. si,…..,sr…..sn}. There may be some 

part of S such that si, contains a tweets ti , which may be or may not be linked to other 

entities in the social network such tweets should be scraped or ignored from the si . For 

this filtering generally fast clustering methods are employed.  

As clustering of text stream is necessary to categorize the similar contents in the 

summarized form of clusters. For this purpose text streams ),....,....,....,( 21 nri sssssS  , 

is distributed among clusters (C) which is defined as ),.......,( 21 jCCCC  where, 

jCCC ,......., 21
  S ,such that 

1 2( , ,...... )jS c c c . Each of the object si,, belongs to the 

cluster 
jc where Cc j  .   Clustering is based on similarity function )( ff ssim which 
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holds the information about content changed within the clusters and change in stream of 

text in closed time interval 
1 2[ , ]time time as well. 

 

5.2. Detecting Popular Events and Trend Prediction 

Social media platform provides ample opportunity for people to discover, report, write 

and communicate with other people on single platform about famous events and trends 

[20]. As social media belongs to dynamic networks class, structure of network of changes 

gradually not only in terms of nodes but also in contents present in these nodes especially 

in terms of text. So there are chances of nodes’ change due to occurrence of events over a 

network in time T1 to T2. Most of the events are reproduced by tweets which are related to 

time and space or at least one of the two dimensions [51]. The twitter event E  is real 

world occurrence at time E  and ET are related tweets to E  posted during E where 

),,.........,( 21 nEEE  (occurrence of event in social Twitter stream). There are two 

types of events occurs in social media which falls into two broad categories as planned 

and unplanned events. Twitter’s PE  (Planned Event) consist of predefined topic X  or 

hash tags (#) and   (time) at which PE  is planned to occur. The event detection 

methods for UPE (Unplanned Events) generally employ a filter mechanism to select 

important features signifying characteristics of event among individual or additional 

characters of consequent tweets 
UPET

 
which exhibit burst pattern during event time 

period
UPE . 

Trend A  belongs to
qA  (queries) in S (social stream) is a collection of tweets posts 

T which are associated with A in closed time interval  21 , tt . 
qA  is analyzed from the 

 (peek time) for A  by selecting  a cluster with large number of tweets related to qA
. In 

general A  may or may not be popular at various times interval as sometimes it may 

persists for several hours and sometimes for several days. Thus it is necessary to find the 

peak time  for analyzing A . Trend can also be classified into two categories [20] 

exogenous and endogenous. Exogenous trends are related to broadcasting media such as 

news. whereas endogenous trends are related to re-tweet, group or communities activities 

etc. 

 

5.3. Social Computing 

This computing area of research involves a profound mix of areas like computer 

science, social interaction theories behavioral science and economics etc. With the 

information systems’ growth and use of social computing is quintessential wherever 

users’ milieu is engaged [19]. The social computing in the context of social media is 

concerned with the intersection of social behavior and computational systems [17]. A 

variety of applications in social computing are famous like blogs, email, IM (Instant 

Messaging), social networking like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc. Ubicon is an 

advanced software tool for social computing [35] which helps to process data, store data 

and serve pipelining [30]. Thus the use of such social applications largely influences the 

lifestyle of people where the people are interacting socially. These all emerging trends of 

social media push the social computing to grow in modern world. In social media, text 

plays an important role [23] and at the same time the behavior and lifestyle of people is 

also changing because of it. Social media and social networks are not made for single 

person [41] but serves richly diverse communities including business and corporations. 

Therefore social computing models for online social media must incorporate not only the 
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mass’s perception for certain trends but also the cause and effect relationships of these 

trends. 

 

5.4. Opinion Review and Spam/Fake Opinion Detection  

Every user who uses the services of social media and other online services shares their 

experiences and opinions about the services, produces or occurrence of events. 75,000 

novel blogs and 1.2 million fresh posts producing opinion on products and services are 

generated each day [24]. Opinion holder also defines the advantages of events occurring 

in the media and their perception in opinioned text. There is a vast contribution of 

opinions from various social media sites as opinions play a significant role in e-commerce 

and e-business. With this contribution, fake reviewers are also increasing which imparts 

false value of goods, services and brands in reader’s mind.  A fake opinion misleads the 

reviewers and wrong decision can be taken. These fake reviews act as opinion spam in 

social media. Thus reviewers play an important role in the social media which help online 

users to make appropriate decisions about the variety of tasks including the hotel services, 

mobile network services, flight services, restaurants, sale and purchase etc. In order to 

deal with subjectivity and opinions present in social media an opinion is quantified as a 

quintuple 

 

),,,,,( liijkljkj thsofo
   where 

jo
is a target object. 

jkf is a feature of the object oj. 

ijklso is the sentiment value of the opinion of the opinion holder hi on feature jkf  of object 

jo  at time it . ijklso is positive, negative or a more granular rating.  

ih is an opinion holder.  

it is the time when the opinion is expressed. 

[53] defined and studied the problem of automatically determining review quality using 

social information contents. The method which was proposed by them is quite 

generalizable and applicable for quality estimation of other types of user generated 

contents. 

 

5.5. Spams in Profile  

The major task of spammers is to distribute spam messages and promoting personal 

blogs, advertisements, pages etc. In social media, 45% of users click on the links which 

are shared by their social friends [25].  
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Figure 5. Framework for Spam Detection 

This way of distribution of information on social media also attracts other parties which 

include social spammers; therefore spammers’ role in social media cannot be ignored.   

Various strategies are applied by spammers for reaching into users’ network of trust. In 

the spam messages adult contents, phishing attempts, and other such kind of contents are 

distributed which influences the users’ trust on online activities. Spamming in social 

media is mainly attributed to spammed profiles to generate a feeling of genuine profile. 

 

 Social spam profile in social media environment 

With an identity users interact with social friends and their presence is represented by 

their social profile. This identity allows user to participate in various events and activities 

on social media [12]. Spammers analyze the behavior of social users to distribute spam 

using social networks. For this purpose spammer need profile and with this spammer can 

send friend request, recommend various groups and communities for collecting needful 

information.  Few social media sites employ collaborative filtering for identification of 

social spam profiles. 

 Spam detection in social media profiles 

Pre-filtering is a process where the similar and repeated spam in social media can be 

classified and filtered out from spam receiving networks. Various techniques are involved 

in this process which includes Blacklisting of various entities such as URL, IP address or 

DNS [12]. Another profile spam detection method uses similarity matching which match 

the contents of a given profile with the previously known spammed profile.  Hashtags are 

profoundly used for this purpose [12] which will perform this action in a quick manner. 

Classification can be used to filter the spam messages. Various standard algorithms such 

as Naïve Bayes, SVM (Support Vector Machine) and LogitBoost can be used for this 

classification purpose. 

5.6. Information Diffusion 

Generally, OSN are represented by graphs in which nodes act as users and edges 

describes relationships [1]. In OSN exchange of information is growing rapidly and 
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various social media like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn etc. are serving to disseminate 

information of billion users [16]. People communicate ideas, opinions, videos, messages, 

pictures etc. within their friend circle and all over the world. This helps to examine social 

behavior of users to offer an opportunity to study the method of human communication 

with quantitative approach [2-3]. Process of Information Diffusion includes a sender (S) 

or a set of senders which forward information and a receiver (R) or a set of receiver which 

receive the sender’s information. In general number of receivers is larger than sender; it 

also includes a Medium (M) through which information passed.  

 

 

Figure 6. Information Diffusion Process 

 Various Forms of Information Diffusion 

On the basis of behavior, information diffusion can be divided into various forms (see 

Figure 7). As diffusibility of information decides its fate how far and wide it will travel, 

there are two major classes to quantify information diffusion models in social media as 

content centric and network centric. Huge works has been done on network centric 

paradigms through network connections’ properties of graph and profile influence 

modeling, though content based information diffusion has not been explored so 

thoroughly. Areas like sentiment based information diffusion promises a great deal for 

content based information diffusion 

 

 

Figure 7. Various forms of Information Diffusion process 

7. Tools 

This section briefly describes the tools to perform and explore above explained tasks 

and application on social media texts, some of them are open source software some are 

commercially available, Table 6 and 7 list them respectively. 
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Table 6. Features of Commercial & Open Source Data Mining Tools 

S.

No 
Product 

Preproce

s 
Associate Cluster Summarize 

Categoriz

e 
API 

Commercial 

1 Clearforest           

2 dtSearch          

3 Insightful 

Infact 

            

4 Inxight             

5 SPSS  

Clementine 

           

6 SAS Text 

Miner 

           

7 Word Stat            

8 Discover Text            

Open Source 

1 R             

2 Rapid Miner             

3 Weka             

4 KNIME           

5 GATE             

6 KH Coder             
 

Table 7. Open Data Mining Tools Description 

S. 

No 

 

Tool 

 

Developer 

Program

ming 

Language 

License Purpose 
Operating 

System 

GUI/Comm

and Line 

1 
R 

 

Worldwide 

development 

 

C, 

Fortran, R 

free software, 

GNU GPL 2+ 

sci. 

computati

on 

and 

statistics 

Cross 

Platform 
both 

2 

Rapid 

Miner 

 

RapidMiner, 

Germany 

 

 

Java 

open s. (v.5 or 

lower); closed 

s., 

free Starter ed. 

(v.6) 

general 

data 

mining 

Cross 

Platform 
GUI 

3 
Weka 

 

Univ. of 

Waikato, 

New Zealand 

Java 
open source, 

GNU GPL 3 

general 

data 

mining 

Cross 

Platform 
both 

4 

KNIM

E 

 

KNIME.com 

AG,Switzerla

nd 

Java 
open source, 

GNU GPL 3 

general 

data 

mining 

LINUX OS 

X, 

Windows 

GUI 

5 
Carrot2 

 

Carrot Search 

 

 

Java BSD Licence 

Clustering 

and Data 

Mining 

Cross 

Platform 
GUI 

6 

KH 

Coder 

 

Koichi 

HIGUCHI 

 

 

Perl GPL Ver2 
Text 

Mining 

Cross 

Platform 
GUI 

7 
Orange 

 

Univ. of 

Ljubljana, 

Slove

nia 

C++, 

Python 

open source, 

GNU GPL 3 

general 

data 

mining 

Cross 

Platform 
both 
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8. Conclusion 

This paper is an attempt to elucidate text analytic bent of social media with recent 

updates and text mining technique. As social media has evolved in unprecedented way, it 

led to many interesting research direction especially in the field of text mining. Thus, the 

main contribution of this article is to expound and conceptualize the domains of social 

media which are accessible on an extraordinary range. Rich patterns of online social text 

can be exploited to extract the relevant information effectively. Looking at the 

interestingness of the social media text analytics the complexity and veracity of 

techniques can’t be ignored, therefore it encompasses variety of tasks such as semantic 

hashing for large information representation for event detection and classification, topic 

modeling and for fast similarity search and sophisticated language modeling techniques 

for deeper semantic understanding. This paper discusses these tasks along with different 

application areas. As a finding, text mining in social media includes fecund research areas 

such as: 

 Semantic analysis 

 Sentiment analysis 

 Personalization 

 Event detection and Trend analysis 

 Human behavior modeling 

Among these research areas the most prevalent and tough problem is to evolve some 

generic language models which are capable to handle multilingual idiosyncrasies, text’s 

representational discrepancies and contextual resourcefulness of online social text in 

almost unsupervised manner. 
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